1. Introduction. - The isomorphic a-y cerium valence transition is a metallic analogue of the liquidvapor transition. There is a critical point in the P-T plane and density is the order parameter. The following picture of the valence instability has emerged [l] : in the integral valence y-state the 4f1 level at energy Ef is fully occupied (n, = 1) but in close proximity to the 5di 6s2 fermi level E,. The transition involves a many-body effect causing Ef to move up to E,. In the intermediate valence a-state the 4f level is pinned at cF, with fractional occupancy (n, --0.4) ; and it takes on a width r due to hybridization with the band states.
Recent theories [2] demonstrate that when A& = eF -Ef < r the system manifests at low temperatures as a fermi liquid, even in the presence of enormous intra-atomic coulomb correlation U 9 A&, r.
In particular the susceptibility follows x -l/r.
The valence transition can be driven to a P = 0 critical point in the x-Tplane of the alloy system Ce, -,Th, [3] . The critical exponents are those of mean-field theory, and a quantitative Van der Waals' equation of state fits the data in the critical region [4] . Resistivity, entropy, effective moment and volume all couple linearly to the order parameter [4] . The meanfield character undoubtedly arises from strong electro- figure 1b reflect the mean-field exponents / 3 = 112 and y = 1 ; and in figure Id, by plotting T*(T) = Ap/(dp/dT), we show that for x xO, (AP)* N AT with 6 = 3, the mean field value. (The small asymmetry in 6 can be this has no effect on the 6 exponent but causes the A and B parameters observed on warming cycles to differ by 5-10 % from those observed on cooling. For consistency all values reported here are for cooling cycles. We believe this hysteresis reflects incomplete transformation [7] . A small fraction n, of magnetic cerium is retained at 4.2 K, contributing BIT to the low temperature susceptibility where B = n, C and C = 5 760 emu-K/g-Ce is the J = 512 Curie constant ;
typically n, --0.005. B does not reproduce from run to run and is too large given the nominal purity of our samples [6] , to arise from foreign impurities. For two runs on the x -0.27 sample we found AT, cc n,, supporting this interpretation of AT,. It should be clear from figure 1 that the thermodynamic instability overwhelms these extrinsic effects ; the existence of an accessible critical point in Ce, -, Th, provides a unique opportunity to address certain questions, which can be readily resolved within these limitations. 0 ) are plotted against x in figure 3b. They do not reproduce, but figure 3c indicates they are linear in n,, extrapolating at n, = 0 to the value of ref. [7] where great precautions were taken to ensure complete transformation. It is as though for the a-state :
The corrected values are plotted in figure 3d ; they are constant at 3.75 x loF6 emu/g-Ce out to x = 0.27. In agreement with the parameters obtained from resistivity.
3. Discussion. - The mean field equation of state is seen to represent the data by 5-10 % in the critical region. Intrinsic deviations arise from higher order terms in the Landau expansion and breakdown of the linear coupling of Ap to An, (which presumably is the microscopic order parameter). When the coupling is valid we can substitute An, for Ap, and integrate eq.
(1) to obtain the free energy :
We have discussed the meaning of each term in refs.
[4] and [5] ; here we offer several comments. The 4f spin entropy, reflected in the -ATAn, term, is an important factor in stabilizing integral valence. Thus any mechanism (e. g., crystal fields) which removes magnetic entropy will make delocalization more favorable. The slope of the phase boundary (ATlAx = Dlx,) (which is expected to depend on solute size, since this gives rise to an effective P V term in eq. (2)) has been found [5] to depend on solute size and valence independently ; in particular, the effect of thorium dilution is to strongly increase ATlAx relative to the effect of a trivalent solute of the same size, Charge transfer from tetravalent cells to trivalent cells would increase the screening of the 4f electron, promoting delocalization (and further screening) ; solutes of high (low) valence would then increase (decrease) T,. We are suggesting that an electronic mechanism is operative in the valence transition ; indeed the data is consistent with the Ramirez-Falicov [8] screening mechanism, as extended to alloys by Alascio et al. [9] . The non-linear interaction driving the valence transition represented by the d~( A n~)~ term, must tend to change sign at x = x,. To give rise to meanfield behaviour it must also involve a long force range [3] . Utilizing the Ginzburg criterion, the equation of state parameters and region of fit, we have obtained [6] a lower limit of i(x = 0 ; T = 0) > 7 A. Any purely electronic mechanism would be screened out over -2 A ; hence, a lattice-mediated interaction must be involved. In one proposal [lo] the lattice collapse on delocalization lowers the s, d band bottom, moving Ef yet closer to EF, promoting further delocalization. However, as an opposing tendency, ,the bandwidth also increases. This treatment correctly gives that the interaction becomes less attractive with increasing x or P ; but it requires insertion of a phenomenological negative interaction parameter to give first-order transitions. In a second treatment [ll] pure cerium is treated as a pseudo-binary alloy of tri-and tetra-valent atoms, with 15 % size mismatch ; phase segregation occurs due to an infinite ranged attractive interaction between ions of identical size. This would give rise to first-order transitions and mean-field theory. However, since the intermediate valence state involves hybridized wave functions all atoms are identical over any longer time scale than zv, -h/T, and the force range for a size mismatch interaction is cut off at roughly zvF us where us is the velocity of sound. For cerium, taking T/k = 150-1 500 K (see below), this would be 0.7-7 A. It is indeed unfortunate that extrinsic effects prevent us from measuring any closer to (x,, To) to see whether mean field theory begins to break down. A plausible picture is that an electron screening mechanism provides the fundamental negative interaction and that the lattice couples to pressure or alloying strains in such a way as to drive the transition second-order and dominate the critical behaviour.
To begin the discussion of the susceptibility we first consider crystal field effects. In a cubic environment the cerium J = 512 moment has a doublet lowest with a quartet raised by an energy A , which in cerium intermetallics is typically 50-100 K. At T = 0 the moment is reduced by 5/21 ; however xT saturates very rapidly above T -A/k [12]. We estimate [6] that the y-state Curie-Weiss dependence cannot reflect crystal fields unless A 2 700 K, which is extremely unlikely. In the intermediate valence state if A is not too much smaller than r then crystal fields may be important, due to the low temperatures and the lattice collapse.
As seen in figure 2 the a state susceptibility is temperature independent below 50 K, consistent with the fermi liquid picture discussed above [2] . If ~( 0 ) = C/T then r -1 500 K ; however, a hybridization gap [2] , paramagnon enhancement of x(O), or crystal field reduction of the moment all would cause the value of T estimated in this simple fashion to be considerably in error. The upturns in x above 50 K, first noted in ref. [7] , could reflect crystal fields and/or inherent fermi liquid behaviour, as well as precursive transition effects.
The quantity xcO"(0) shows only weak variation with alloying ( Fig. 3 4 , while the y-state Curie-Weiss parameters -vary strongly-with x (Fig. 4b) . ' 0 ro~ghly tracks the limit of stability of the y state, defined as the first order cooling transition temperature T,(x) CurieWeiss behaviour is, of course, extremely common, given a limited region of data ; the fact that B(x) x Tc-(x) gives at least some support to our intuitive feeling that these parameters reflect fundamental energetics.
Phenomenologically [13] that J,, varies rapidly (but non-critically) or that some other scattering mechanism is at work. We feel that the critical behaviour of XT and p warrant theoretical examination.
Conclusion.
-From a variety of physical measurements we have constructed a quantitative equation-of-state of the Landau meanfield form, which describes well the valence transition in Ce, _,Th, and provides clues to the nature of the driving mechanism for the transition. The fact that the integral valence state is paramagnetic leads to rich complexities in the regime T 2 To, owing to the possibly comparable importance of Kondo-like fluctuations, valence fluctuations and precursive magnetic ordering effects. For T < To, the system settles into a nonmagnetic many-body ground state which exhibits Fermi-liquid behaviour. It is hoped that inelastic neutron scattering experiments now in progress will resolve some of the questions generated by the present study, in particular, the magnetic behaviour for T 2 To.
